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DEAR
READER
It is important for the future growth of our
nation to further develop teaching methods and
learning instruments. In general and, most
importantly, for entrepreneurs. Only this way
can we sustain the increase in living standards,
we have managed to achieve over the last
decade or more. The focus of the education must
be much more practical and include more handson experiences than what is often the case.
Moreover, the focus must shift from hard skills
to soft skills. The purpose of this paper is to give
you an introduction to how you and your team
can contribute to an important, valuable and we dare say necessary - change in how we grow
entrepreneurial, and intrapreneurial soft skills.
You might be a company owner, employee,
teacher, representative of a public organization
or a student, if you are interested in
improvements in long term learning, this paper is
relevant for you. If you follow the advice, we
give, you will be in line with contemporary and
solid research in learning. You can expect a
higher return on your investments in HR. In the
educational sector the benefit will be more
motivated youth. For society the outcomes are
stronger, sustainable ideas and initiatives and
healthier entrepreneurial communities with a
lower rate of failure and bankruptcy.

We present to you a strong reasoning behind
our suggestions for the initiatives presented,
as well as a showcase on how to build
learning experiences suited for today’s youth
and tomorrow`s entrepreneurs. You and your
team are now ot the ball. Sharing with you
our methods and proven successes with our
FEP workshops, we intend to provide you
with a good probability to take this humble
beginning to an even higher level. In line with
quality learning knowledge, and perhaps
contradicting common belief, we must state
that no one can teach anyone anything. It is
up to you to decide to learn from what we
provide.

Learning is a contact sport. Expect a lot of challenges on the way.
However, also be aware that learning from mistakes is much more
efficient than celebrating successes. Success is highly likely, but always
comes in the end. The leaders of this project wish to thank all our
valuable contributors from government, the community, corporations
plus independent individuals for assisting us in the venture to build this
important platform and close some of the existing gaps in conventional
education of entrepreneurs. On behalf of MY FUTURE and INSTITUTE
FOR APPLIED KNOWLEDGE we wish you a successful journey.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
This paper addresses three major problems in conventional
education.

1. Too much focus on hard skills for entrepreneurial development
of students.
2. Unrealistic expectations as to how fast it is possible to improve
soft skills.
3. Missing insights in good learning and good teaching.

The research of typical education styles and methods used shows
us that we too often focus on improving hard skills, when we
teach young people. This is wrong, because it is these soft skills
that we use for doing business, for inventing and for leading.
Primary findings also show that hard skills are more “gradable”
and “measurable” comparing to soft skills, such as personality
traits and collaboration skills. We claim that we must have a
much earlier start and a much more practical approach to
teaching and learning than currently perceived. Telling why we
must, and how we can, equips people already from a younger age
with a realistic possibility to walk the path towards either
starting own businesses or take on a role as a change agent in
companies. The paper points to extensive and solid research
strongly indicating a vast number of dysfunctionalities in the
conventional methods of teaching at our schools and elsewhere in
the business advice industry. For example, the myth of possible
changes in behavior through short term interventions and an
unhealthy nurturing of role models.

"We must have a
much earlier start
and a much more
practical approach
to teaching."

Plus, a dysfunctional application of “inspiration”, believing that this will
lead to learning by itself. We also show that soft skills are the preferred
and, so far, missing addition from the perspective of the employers.
We present the initial steps to begin to solve both problems: The Future
Entrepreneurs of Poland Workshop. The solution is a first step towards
a new approach to teaching and learning.
A possible set up for more efficient training and education is presented
together with guidelines for the execution. Sufficient insights in the
principles of teaching are presented to clarify, why the FEP Workshops
are a valuable and important addition to initiatives already under way in
the recent years. We claim that we must have a much earlier start and a
much more practical approach to teaching and learning than currently
perceived. Telling why we must, and how we can, equips people already
from a younger age with a realistic possibility to walk the path towards
either starting own businesses or take on a role as a change agent in
companies.

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

INTRODUCTION
The following paper serves as the intellectual output from the Future Entrepreneurs of
Poland Workshop Pilot Project, which took place in Jedlnia-Letnisko, Mazovian district in
Poland on 12-15th of April 2018.

RELEVANCE OF FUTURE
ENTREPRENEURS OF POLAND
PILOT PROJECT WORKSHOP

This paper is relevant for companies, education- and teaching providers, government and
others involved in the spending of resources in education as well as consuming the
outcome of it. Especially schools and companies will be given a road map into modern
methods of growing the most wanted and scarce competences in HRM.
For any individual with a desire to succeed in life, this is equally important. For years we
were taught — and most of us believed — that working hard and hitting your goals at
work would practically guarantee career success. This is, alas, not true.
Too often people are hired for their hard skills. IE: Exams, CVs, previous achievements
etc. Mostly when these same people are fired or for other reasons change jobs, it’s
because of “collaboration issues”, “chemistry”, “disagreements”, “broken dreams” and the
like. Seldom do we see lack of any hard skills as the reason for termination from either
side. Some researchers will claim that the cost of a bad hire is as high as USD 240.000.
As this is a “global average number” it’s exact amount is likely not relevant for every
company in any chosen industry. However, it cannot be disputed that for companies,
individuals and society, initiatives aiming at enhancing soft skills are likely to have a
higher ROI than any other investment at hand. Provided teaching in soft skills is
competent and well applied.
This leaves us with the desire to try to build a workforce with better soft skills. To
nurture innovation and seek maximizing of profitability of companies and thereby
indirectly the GDP of country.
So, the question is, obviously, why has this process lagged? This is not new to anyone, so
why doesn’t it happen? Why is the problem remaining? The reason for this, as this report
will elaborate, is quite clear: It’s difficult and it takes time.

TARGET GROUP
We target our teaching at 16-18-year-olds. Individuals with a built-in desire to learn. We
challenge them. We use a practical and down to earth approach to learning. We are loyal
to the most advanced teaching methods and we are working based on many years of
experiences in the field of training, teaching, leadership and we believe, we make a
difference.
The participants that went through the pilot project share this opinion, have a look at the
scores they awarded us for at start. We know that the learner is unable to score the
teacher. That’s after all why he/she is a learner. However, the exhaustion and pain from
any exercise, is soothed by joy and perceived relevance.

LINK TO STRATEGY AND ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE
For any initiative to exist in the business environment there must be a payoff to the
shareholders. Teaching of soft skills has that.
These days we do know that the most important thing in any organization is not the
company’s strategy, nor its products and services or its stock price. It is the ability to
continuously adapt to customers and market. Ingemar Dierickx and Karel Kool of
INSEAD, labels this as “dynamic capabilities”. The ability, once a company is competitive,
to STAY competitive. This is obviously linked to intra- and entrepreneurial skills.
When we ask the business economist, he or she will label “intangible resources” as the
key resource of estimating the value of a company these days. No longer does the “book
value” of a company play the role it used to. Soft skills are one group of the intangible
resources of a company. Some economists will call this “collaboration resources”. These
resources are decisive for activation the remaining intangibles. For example, human
capital - in the form of exams, hard skills, track records, experience etc.
Margaret Peteraf, and all other researchers into sustainable competitiveness, agree that
soft skills are difficult to imitate and hence a cornerstone in sustained profitability. Soft
skills are also, as you will see presented in this report, rare and they are essential for
setting up ex ante and ex post limits to competition.
These skills, if balanced correctly, lead to positive impact even on the GDP of the county,
in fact. This is related because of the growth in, for example, work related stress due to
inefficient conditions at the workplace is costly for companies as well as the heath care
sector. Stress is by many perceived as the biggest problem at the modern workplace.
Such deficits are, moreover, difficult to estimate, to handle and to cure. It is important to
state that stress is not a problem, - it is SYMPTOM of problems. Often related to lack of
soft skills.

"Soft skills are difficult
to imitate and hence
a cornerstone in
sustained profitability"

HEALTHY CULTURE OR NOT
SOFT SKILLS, often used as name for the glue and the secret sauce that allows
everything to happen. These are the key to optimal performance in the job as well as a
strong enabler for an efficient work life balance and thereby, in the perspective of the
public, optimal conditions for society’s costs to maintain capabilities. IE: Make it relevant
to send kids to school for 10 years or more.
The most decisive thing in any organization is the energy flowing from top to bottom,
across and throughout the workplace. In management context we often call this
CULTURE. Culture is created by people. Always and automatically as well as inevitably.
For a HEALTHY and PROFITABLE culture to exist for society, businesses and individuals,
it is important to be able to apply soft skills. In plainer words: To collaborate, sustain
integrity and to lead. Every company, government agency and not-for-profit organization
is an organism and they all function the way any organism does. Only when the organism
is healthy, good things can happen. When the organism is unhealthy, it is the opposite.
Movement is slow and sluggish.
It is easy to tell when company culture goes bad. It is because culture is the loudest thing
happening in any workplace. This is serious, because from Ed Shein’s et al. research, we
know that externally imposed change of culture is difficult. Some will even say
impossible.
The health of the organism, people work for, is incredibly important to the individual and
to colleagues, no matter what the job description is. Many a smart and talented
intrapreneurs have learned this lesson the hard way. They met their goals, pleased their
customers and gave every ounce of their talent and commitment to the job — but they
still ran into trouble. Maybe they upset someone higher up in the hierarchy by being
perceived too good at their job,
or speaking more truth than the senior leadership team was ready to hear. Maybe they
were too eager to shine and the team ran out of appetite to feel overshadowed. The real
mistake they made was this one: They misread the signs that their application of soft
skills was not good enough

TIMING OF LEARNING
INTERVENTIONS
So, if culture change is difficult/costly/impossible, we must enable application of soft
skills BEFORE entering the workplace. Some individuals might stay careless about it and
still make people angry or feel hurt without noticing it. This is disastrous, because people
in fear are good at “reading energy”. They are often vigilant. Some become so afraid and
so sore that they can easily see others as their enemy, even when these sincerely want to
help.
The solution to this problem, not being the primary attractive and most appealing
challenge for any CEO or for any school principal, suffers from the same problem that
“falling in love” does. We know it is nice when it works, but we can’t easily plan it. We
can’t always optimize the speed of it and we can’t go and exercise to get better at it
directly.
For the leaders in society it’s about the next years plan, the next cohort, the next risky
investment and the next judgment by the market. This is reasonable, given the tough
demands from shareholders and stock market. Fair enough, many will say.
This can cause us to turn to short term interventions. Once we HAVE ENCOUNTERED
THE DEFICITS, we send people to seminars and courses. We put people through team
building activities and we announce, “the employee of the year” for the 10th time. Too
often in vain. In the USA in 2012 about 162 billion USD was spent on corporate training.
Studies made on this show that only about 10% of such training is effective.
The key to this, most researchers agree, is that we must look away from short term
interventions. We present in this report undisputable proof that we all need to better
understand that the potential benefit for a company from applying new skills in a hurry
does not automatically mean that this learning can always take place. Despite any costs
allocated for this by management and despite any appetite for reaching for the fast and
easy turnover by suppliers of conventional seminars and training programs.

" In the USA in 2012 about 162
billion USD was spent on corporate
training. Studies made on this show
that only about 10% of such training
is effective."

LINK TO STRATEGY AND ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE
On the top of that, soft skills are difficult to measure. Much harder than any hard skills.
What’s the value of a team player? What’s the value of understanding each other?
What’s the exact profit from listening to a colleague or to prompt for inputs from the
introverts?
No wonder the problem remains. Why invest in things, we can’t measure, nor we can
follow up precisely. Hopes and prayers are for the church to handle, right?
Solving the problem is, much more than we often admit, a joint venture of companies,
schools and government. It can be financed, even with a surplus, from closing the billions
of Euros put into short term interventions these years.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
In this section you will find some of the challenges to company culture, education and
training. We do not intend to cover all areas of conventional teaching. However, we will
provide you with key principles that must be considered if the goal is to close gaps in
conventional approaches to learning for career reasons.
Introducing some general issues in conventional management, teaching and HR
development, which should be optimized and aligned with modern thinking about
training and education. Then follows a specific explanation of the Polish status and
conditions. This is of high importance since we know that all management interventions
must be based on context. This applies, obviously, even more when it comes to HRM.
We provide you with our selection of blockers for performance and learning for some of
which there are still no “general” secret sauce available. We urge you to build on this and
contribute to further clarification. We encourage you to reflect on the issues and let our
selection inspire you on the road to a solution fitting your needs, level of ambitions and,
not to forget, the most essential criteria; your context.

GAPS IN GENERAL
To be able to improve knowledge transfer to the youth, it is crucial to understand the
gaps in conventional learning methods.
Traditional teaching provides important information flow between student and teacher,
which serves a significant purpose on consuming the content of the knowledge provided.
The desire to learn – or the lack of same- however, has been scrutinized by behavioral
researchers and quite a few other for decades. We believe the result of the debating,
started by McGregor, about humans being born with a desire to explore and contribute
versus the need for incentives to create action and growth will remain unsettled for
generations to come.
However, many researchers have performed continuous studies proving arguments that
conventional teaching methods are not enough for meaningful growth and learning. It is
commonly mistaken that knowledge as the “end result” is what matters, neglecting the
importance of individuals self-development.
The following section will shed the light on understanding what is meaning of learning
and present findings of scholars on aspects that bring the inefficiencies of the
conventional learning to attention. Most learning experts tend to believe that own
motivation from learner’s side is essential. We refer to separate section of this report for
elaboration of this.

THE KNOWING DOING PROBLEM
Research by Pfeffer & Sutton, presented in the 1990’s pointed to a number of cases for
“non-action” in business. Overall labelled as “The Knowing Doing Problem”. This
phenomenon is also the title of a bestselling book, presenting many myths and all too
well-known situations of “we know what SHOULD be done”, but too few solutions are
found and even less of these are acted upon.
P&S research point to several reasons for inefficiencies in knowing what to do but not
acting on it. This can be seen as learning not applied.
An important reason for lack of actions, according to Pfeffer & Sutton, is to be found in
trusting too much the impact from individual “superstars” and passive listening to advice
from those. IE: Most people think that fueling yourself with new ideas and feeling
inspired will lead to changed behavior later

"Many smiles right after a speech
from a pep talker … can easily be
misinterpreted as “we learned
something new today!"

This is elaborated as “Talking as a substitute for action”. Therefore, we see a whole
industry of “inspirational speakers” and quite articulate “advisors”. It feels good to listen
to the footballer of the year and his achievements. However, there will be no transfer of
football skills by this. Often it even adds to increased blockers of learning, as it is agreed
among learning experts (Illeris et al.), that the fear of failing increases when the gap
between the learner and the teacher is perceived as too big. It plays no role whether the
gap is big or only perceived as such.
This way, by inviting “high class inspirators” and “super track records” on board, many
teachers and manager act dysfunctional for the speed of knowledge transfer expected.
They think these people will inspire. However, they will not transfer knowledge. The
good mood and many smiles right after a speech from a pep talker or a prominent
business guy with impressive results can easily be misinterpreted as “we learned
something new today”, by the inexperienced or underinformed CEO.
Some of the more famous “inspirators” and role models are even criminals and, as some
behavioral experts say, sick people.
Richard Branson is, for example, a convicted tax evader, abandoned by his original
business associate and he served time in jail for his actions. Not everyone is aware that a
lot of his wealth comes from cutting salaries of employees in an airline company, who
had nowhere else to go. The family of the pilot who died in the Virgin air shuttle crash
might find Virgin’s practical application of “If your dreams don’t scare, they are not big
enough” an insult. The dead cannot speak up about the buzzing quotes produced by the
Branson personal branding department and put on LinkedIn and elsewhere. Such simple
and cynical actions have very little to do with leadership skills. Steve Jobs is argued
convincingly by experts, to have been a sociopath, psychopath with strong symptoms of
Asperger’s. We are not psychologists. There is, however, undisputed claims that members
of his closest team became sick from working for him. Elon Musk is claimed, by the same
people, as like Steve Jobs in behavior. We cannot judge that. It is a fact, however, that
TESLA was never profitable in any year so far and bankruptcy is closing in. Still,
especially these three are repeatedly brought to young people’s attention as role models
for their “great mind sets”. We find this wrong and, more importantly, disturbing for
good learning. We believe that such “role models” are partly reason for the many “serial
liars and startup flunkers” attracted by dubious behavior as found in their role models as
a success formula.
This leading to a well proven high amount of moral hazard in the “startup industry” and a
wrong perception of what startup is about. This situation is damaging for well-meant
initiatives needed for the more honorable purposes for startup communities to live
longer.
Development of relevant soft skills, we claim, will minimize “much talk and no action”
and lower the admiration of moral hazard.
Fear and Internal Competition as Blockers for Learning For learning and knowledge
sharing two other findings, connected to the above, from P&S appears significantly
important. They are firstly fear and secondly - internal competition. Courage is a soft
skill as well as collaboration ability is.

FEAR
Fear plays a far bigger role in management of companies than normally recognized. This
is linked to the quite common use of “tough, successful and courageous” role models in
business. Many high profiled business leaders who have created a few short-term wins,
too soon launch a book about own amazing results. Quite a few of these end up as best
sellers. Often praised by admirers and discussed on social media, where quality control is
often absent or even unwanted.
Alas, when the so called “results” of these stars are scrutinized a few years later, it is not
pleasant to see the damage they caused with terror as a leadership tool. An example of
this in Pfeffer & Suttons research is “chainsaw Al” (Albert J. Dunlap), by others
nicknamed “Rambo in Pinstripes”.
On company level INTEL Corporation’s culture has damaged the life of thousands of
employees. Not by any individual CEO but by existing dominant culture for which any
given CEO, on the payroll there over the years, was responsible.
Seemingly it appears difficult for the business environment to apply longer term memory.
Hence the abuse can continue.
People, who live in fear will safeguard knowledge to protect themselves. The motive for
helping others is weak. People with good soft skills can provide more stamina to speak
against memory loss in a constructive way.

INTERNAL COMPETITION
The second mechanism is internal competition. This is a problem and a paradox.
Companies do need the ability to compete. This is a basic law of business. The blue
ocean, created by the new inventive idea does not exist for long. When a company is
successful, competition will enter. Entry barriers or not.
This means that fulfillment of ambitions and achievements under difficult conditions
become important. Therefore, competitive skills are essential.
It is proven that ambitions combined with delegation of decision authority can often lead
to increased motivation for the individual. So can personal recognition. That being said,
to survive competition in the market, we delegate decision power and we celebrate the
war heroes.

"This leading to a well proven high
amount of moral hazard in the
startup industry and a wrong
perception of what startup is about"

INTERNAL COMPETITION
However, for learning this will often, as intuitively understood, lead to lack of desire to
share knowledge. It is easy to understand, that if rewards, cash or promotion, are visible
in the horizon, humans try to gain what they see as a fair share of the cake for
themselves. However, all the “perceived as fair shares” added together is often more
than 100%. This directs the use of competitive skills towards colleagues more than
towards competitors. Company lack team skills in this situation. Team skills are soft
skills.
All over western culture we mainly reward, and naturally direct incentives towards,
individual performance. We want reward to place “credit where credit is due”, we often
hear. It is interesting though, that the fastest growing economies in the world, these
years in Asia, have a much broade perception of the reasons for success and failure. For
those cultures, it is often the collective that has attention.
We argue that we are up against our own western culture. It is interesting as well that
concepts like LEAN, SECI and other game changing management tools come from Asia.
It is even more interesting that the basics of modern learning methods are from Asia:
“Tell me and I will forget, show me and I will remember. Let me try and I will
understand.” By Konfutse 570 B.C. See also below for the “personal choice” problem.
Competitive skills only have value when directed towards external competitors!

INEFFICIENT SEARCH FOR GENERAL
SOLUTIONS TO SPECIFIC PROBLEMS
The are several more gaps in conventional approaches to problem solving. Recently Leigh
Thompson describes inefficiencies in the more down do earth version. You can, for
example, find her reasoning in the book “Stop Spending, Start Managing”. In line with
Pfeffer& Suttons findings, often managers re-analyze the well-defined problem
repeatedly and often, by involving external consultants. “Professionals” with a limited
knowledge about context matters who seek to apply a general solution to a specific
problem. Among the more educated and skilled the mantra goes “for every problem there
is a simple solution available that will not work”.
For “concept” to be sold in a profitable way, it must be standardized. This is the only way
more than one person can deliver and execute it as intended. This obviously leads to
“one size fits nobody”. This is argued in research to be one of the reasons for “wining
concepts” to fail, as they are not sufficiently linked to context.
Often those who offer learning in conventional ways forget the context in which it has to
be applied. Against all the research on this matter, many advisors and training providers
think that knowledge can be collected, packed, stored and re-applied under new context.
We dare hope that it is ignorance and not lack of ethics that makes it happen again and
again.

THE MASTER & APPRENTICE
In recent years some leadership researchers have argued that employer and employee
should be more “equal”. This has, by some, been inter- preted as do not implement
anything that is not initially liked by the em- ployee. This is a problem, because
leadership is only relevant to apply, when it means to ensure a direction that would not
be set by employees themselves. Hence all relevant leadership activity is connected to
change. Change is against human nature, as we have been told by Maslow et al. for
decades. Hence every learning initiative has a built-in conflict.
Many processes of transfer of knowledge are implanted much more dem- ocratic and
much more flexible than they should. It happens out of fear of resistance and because
leader is afraid of violating the atmosphere in the workplace. However, there is no link
between well-being and productivity. We are aware that this non- existing correlation is
often claimed by leadership advisors. However, it has never been proven right.
It seems, though, through the most recent articles on the matter that the
acknowledgement of the “old style” Master& Apprentice relationship is not that bad after
all. Leader must push. Later in the process learner will po- tential understand the
learning.
Intuitively we can understand this by thinking of the army sergeant pushing the new
recruits through the muddy waters and barb wire of the training grounds. Most soldiers
remember this well and only later they see the purpose of saving lives in combat, which
requires excellent physical shape from the soldier. We urge you to not score satisfaction
with your learning initiative before it is relevant.

THE MASTER & APPRENTICE
Further to the Master Apprentice discussed above and as explained by sever- al experts
in transformation of knowledge, the efficiency of a learning process often suffers from
what is named the “personal choice process”.
This problem arises when the learner is given a choice whether to apply new inputs or
not. In many cultures this free choice is connected to motivation.
IE: Humans often believe, and hear from motivational research, that it could hurt
motivation to work under too strong direction of others.

"Simply put, it is more important to train the ability to over- come
the pain of learning than teaching
the subject itself"

In simpler words: If the fear of failing with newly learned skills is big and the learner
thinks that punishment for continuing with unchanged behavior is not too heavy, it is
likely that the desire to take risks is low. This means that teaching must have an
unavoidable “worse off if” to support. This can be enhanced by rewards for “new correct
behavior”.
On the humorous side we can study “learning how to smoke a cigarette”. This was never
pleasant for anyone, but the rewards are expected to be worth it for the kid at the
beginning of the smoke class. It seems to not matter a lot how much information about
the danger of smoking has been attempted put into the learner’s head. The person’s
desire to acquire a skill is therefore much more important than the rational value of the
skill to be learnt.
Simply put, it is more important to train the ability to overcome the pain of learning than
teaching the subject itself.

FOCUS ON THE NON-PERFORMER
Sometimes we do see managers and school teachers focusing on the non-performers by
trying to motivate and encourage, much more than on those, who follow along. This is
understandable because of society’s ben-efits. This does, however, not happen in high
performance teams where it is a prerequisite to bring own motivation. Top level sports
coaches do not ask their athletes to bring themselves in good shape or explain the benefits of training. Often it is more about how to avoid injuries and learning about how not
to burn out from too much training.

ISATISFACTION SCORES IN
LEARNING
Very often we see evaluations of learning initiatives based on “did you like” or “how did
you find”. This is not wrong, but the scores cannot be used for optimizing the learning
directly. Since the quality and amount of the learning cannot be evaluated before new
input has been put to use and has brought improved and sustained results. Long after
learning inputs have stopped.
In short, the desire to market courses using popularity scores collected long before
anyone can tell whether learning has happened or not, will lead to loss of efficiency. We
often say, “never change a winning concept”. However, if not a careful and skillful use of
satisfaction scores exists, it is dysfunctional. It is
a fact that the learner is there to learn and there is no link between “pleasant- ness” and
“learning outcome”.

WHY STARTUPS FAIL
Despite numerous start-up initiatives, incubators and support organizations, the
statistics of startup failures stay surprisingly high. Although 90% failure rate identified
by Forbes in 2015 might be overexaggerated, statistics show that approximately 60-70%
of all the startups fail. There is no clear answer for failure or one formula for success,
however many studies provide an interest- ing overview on the common causes for
startups to fail.
CB insights present the study, where insights of most common mistakes are analyzed.
The top three reasons are: no market need, running out of cash and selection of wrong
team. Go Globe research supports the findings with similar results presenting interesting
statistics that 29% of businesses run out of cash before they are able to get fully
established. This is highly linked to other danger zones highlighted, which are “love of
own idea” and lack of
preparation. To support the theory that the failures are directly linked with soft skills,
the research shows that 20% of the founders who failed in their first startup, succeed in
their second one, what could mean they likely have acquired the skills needed to succeed
through “learning by doing”.
The problem remains. Governments increase spending on startup incuba- tors, for
example. In 2017 Indonesia doubled up spending on tech startups investing $27,6m,
while, for example, number of UK startups raises to a new record, which brings to
attention that focus is set to support establish- ing new companies rather than creating
successful new companies.
Linking the threads together, the right skills and understanding about the real link of
failing and succeeding should be rooted earlier than when the business idea kicks in and
the corporate wheel starts rolling.

RISKY RETURNS ON STARTUPS
One of the most well-known startup hypes in recent years is “FinTech”. Ven- ture
capitalist investment in expected payoffs from new and innovative (some like to say
“disruptive”) ideas in the financial sector. Spendings in Silicon Valley grew from 2012 to
2015 by more than 40 billion USD. Such scenarios exist under the perhaps not so
flattering term “happy money”.
In 2016 spendings fell to 25 billion after investors realized that ROI were likely
overrated. This gives us a hint as to the (lack of) ability from VC’s side to scru- tinize
payoffs BEFORE investing.
Big investment institutions in Denmark and elsewhere have a low appetite for IT
investments. “We have an obligation to protect our shareholders funds” says Henrik
Nøhr Poulsen, head of investment in PFA Pension, commenting on the riskiness of the IT
sector.
While the funding for FinTech seems attractive for a new group of investors, - the
financial institutions, it is important to also consider government initiatives and funding
of startups.
In Denmark a new start up friendly “IVS ltd.” company form has not been a success. The
IVS construction specially targeting entrepreneurs with big ideas and small pockets, has
achieved a very bad reputation.
Due to highly opportunistic behavior and direct fraud by many entrepreneurs, it has
become close to impossible to establish a bank account or working credit as an IVS.
Credibility of entrepreneurs has plumed. We dare to link this to the wrong choice of the
“role models”, mentioned earlier. The startups will have to get help on ethics and moral it
seems. This is clearly linked to soft skills.
This would make demand for better education to increase automatically, one should
think. “The Triple Helix” is a term used some years ago for govern- ment, business and
educational institutions’ joint attempt to build educations supporting entrepreneurs.
Studies point to the fact that it is not easy for the in- cumbents in the educational sector
to find ways to educate. The same studies also make clear that conventional management
theories tend to be a blocker for the success, raised from such initiatives.
This nurtures our ambition- with Future Entrepreneurs of Poland workshops to
contribute to the youth education and success introducing an important addi- tion to the
present offers from universities and higher learning institutions.

STATUS OF LEARNING
APPROACHES IN POLAND VS.
DENMARK
Changes in the education system in Poland are being discussed very inten- sively in the
last couple of years. The Polish education system is facing signif- icant changes since
2016, including a change in school entry age and in the organization of schools. Among
other changes, the compulsory general edu- cation will be shorter, and tracking to
general or vocational education second- ary schools will take place earlier.
There are many uncertainties regarding the outcomes of those changes. A letter sent by
to Minister of Education from the group of scientists involved in educational research
highlights worries connected with the costs and timing of the proposed changes in the
upcoming years. Educational researchers also identify reduction in the duration of the
universal general education as a significant risk of increased inequality in educational
outcomes.
What we can conclude is that the consequences of the changes will be initiat- ed by local
administrations, the teachers, the parents and the students them- selves. Moreover,
changes in education are intensively discussed not only in primary and high school, but
also at the university level.
The Minister of Science and Higher Education in Poland, Jarosław Gowin would like to
broaden the theoretical education with teaching of soft skills, what would allow students
to improve their competences and to better pre- pare for the future.
Lots of attention in the recent discussion of changes in education are focused on the
collaboration between business and education. Jarosław Gowin said on the conference
“Impact\’17 - Economy 4.0 - “, inventions are created not at universities, nor in
companies themselves, but at their point of contact (...)”.
This debate is linking to the discussions in Denmark in the beginning of the 2000s as
“Triple Helix” mentioned above. It is likely that Poland can benefit from Danish
experiences.

EDUCATION IN POLAND VS.
DENMARK
Poland and Denmark have significant differences in education methods. Some of the
differences might be caused by an important reform which Den- mark undertook since
the 1990s. The reforms included mainly moving from teaching how to memorize facts
through reasoning to developing civic skills.
The researchers from Poland from IBE discussed with Ambassador of Euro- pean
Association of History Educators, Benny Christensen, which of the Dan- ish reformers’
conclusions have potential significance for the Polish education system. One of the most
significant differences highlighted is the number of hours spent on interdisciplinary
work. Danes have a mandatory course for the overall understanding of the text which
covers humanities, social sciences and natural sciences.
During the three years of study, students in high school must write a special project of
about 20 pages. It needs to combine two subjects. History is one of the most popular
subject in those projects. Students work on the project for a week, during which they do
not have to attend school. While working on the project, they can consult anyone,
including their teachers.
Another difference between Polish and Danish education is the examination system. In
Denmark students use laptops in all their written exams. In the ex- amination room they
can also use textbooks, dictionaries or their earlier tests. Examiners know that what
counts is how students can use sources, and not how well they reproduce knowledge
from the memory.

The discussion between Polish and Danish representatives has led to doubts by Poles
concerning the formula allowing for the earlier preparation of the pre- sentation and use
of materials on exams. Some noted that one of the reasons why the idea of student’s
presentations was abandoned in Polish final exam- ination was the suspicion that
students use too extensive help of others in the preparation process.
However, in Denmark changes were implemented despite some risk that stu- dents may
end up gaining better grades during the exam than they deserve. Danes do not make a
big issue out of it. The examining bodies consist of experienced people, one teacher is
always from outside the school, sent in by the ministry to ensure different views and
fairness of the evaluation process. During the conversation with the student about
his/her project, they can easily examine how independent the work was as student is
expressing deep opin- ions, brings solutions by explaining reasoning processes.

THE PROBLEMS IN POLISH EDUCATION
SYSTEM
For us the below problems have been highlighted as these are the most important ones
looking at the blockers of growing soft skills. Hence the most relevant for the goals of
FEP

PASSIVE ROLE OF STUDENTS
Systematic research, conducted by IBE, indicates that the most significant problem of
schools in Poland is too passive role of the student in the learning process. The
conventional learning, though unintended, generates a relatively passive role of the
student during the classes. This creates struggle over time to develop students’
independent thinking and creates barriers to develop more complex skills.

INDEPENDENT THINKING
Researchers from IBE draw the same conclusions as Mr. Christensen about using the
sources vs. reproducing knowledge from memory. Polish research- ers from IBE give
examples of the belief that in Poland mathematical rea- soning is a domain for selected,
more advanced students and rather older people, most often in high school mathematics
classes. Ordinary lessons are intended, for the most part, to learn basic algorithms of
conduct and assimila- tion of terms given by the teacher.
The school in Poland does not teach students that much of independent think- ing,
comparing to Denmark. Researchers prove that by conducting study with groups of
youth, where students were given mathematical exercise closely linked to real life
situations. The youth came up with the same solution, but using different methods. As
research indicates, more than half of teachers do not accept other methods then the
typical school method, even though it can lead to the correct result.
According to researchers, the road to developing mathematical reasoning is the opposite
of what is practiced in a typical school.

LEARNING FROM MISTAKES &
TESTING OWN REASONING
What is more, not only mathematically correct reasoning (though unconven- tional), but
also the reasoning with certain errors should be considered jointly by the students and
the teacher. An adult also learns from mistakes, espe- cially when he feels safe and
trusted that he can show his mistakes to others and isn’t going to be stigmatized. Youth
learns from the earliest toddler years by “testing”their own reasoning and checking the
reactions of adults. So do employees with colleagues and the boss.
In school environment, there is not much space to openly show own mistakes and
imperfections. Not only students, but also teachers quickly acquire life experience, to
rather avoid discovering their own mistakes. Learning by inqui- ry and wandering gives
way to the practicing school routine and following the current pattern.

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
Usually Polish pupils can speak spontaneously and express their opinion. However, very
often they lack the ability to handle discussions with others, who have the opposite
opinion. It is patience of listening as well as main- taining intellectual discipline while
comparing different arguments, as well as control over emotions, that is important for
such discussions, yet again, the soft skills.

CONCLUDING ON THE GAPS
It should now be clearer that dysfunctional management practices combined with
unrealistic ambitions as to the efficiency of applied methods for learning are blocking
improvements of soft skills.
It is likely not possible to remove the blockers though learning alone. Howev- er, the
change of management practice can only come from learning about this. Therefore,
starting point is learning and not change of practices.
The institutional factors impact learning to a high degree and the present way of
teaching in Poland destroy soft skills and discourage students to acquire these on their
own.
Initiatives intended to support entrepreneurs are to a high degree misused by
opportunistic individuals working with moral hazard on board. Driven to this behavior
through the common exposure to dubious role models is it a vicious cycle.
The result of these dysfunctionalities until this day is a quite stable failure rate of
startups and a sadly low level of success when existing companies work in wrong ways
with dynamic capabilities and change initiatives.

"It should now be clearer
that dysfunc- tional manage- ment practices combined
with unrealistic ambitions as to the efficiency ofapplied
methods for learning are blocking im- provements of soft
skills."

SOLVING THE PROBLEMS
Now we turn to a presentation of how Future Entrepreneurs of Poland builds on
essential knowledge about learning and deep insights into the present situation in Poland
as well as the stated ambitions from Polish authorities and companies HR needs. This
combination of research makes our suggestions feasible to a very high extent.
In this section you will see a brief explanation of the basis of FEP being “Future
Entrepreneurs of Denmark”, which we have altered and optimized significantly. We
present also the expressed needs of the business world in Poland combined with how
Danish tradition for teaching and other good principles for learning can be built into a
contribution to solving the gaps already presented.
Finally, we offer a look at what we did during the FEP pilot project to guide you through
your own project and the marketing of your value proposition.

FUTURE ENTREPRENEURS OF
DENMARK
WHAT IS FED
Future Entrepreneurs of Denmark (FED) is a non-profit organization that was established
to bridge the gap between the academic knowledge and so called real-life business
practices. The good learning practices inspired the creators of FEP to transfer the
strengths of Danish program to Poland with adjustments that were concluded based on
experience of members of FED and research on successful practices.

ADAPTATIONS AND ADDITIONS FROM
FED TO FEP
FED goals to equip talents with a diverse, multidisciplinary network, practical skills and
know-how, to have the necessary tools to utilize entrepreneurial opportunities and turn
business ideas into reality through 2 months program that consists of 7 different
workshops from different fields resulting into Startup weekend and Grand Finale.
FED has several strengths that were found to be beneficial to be transferred to Polish
market. The main aspect of importance identified by IFAK members in collaboration with
members of FED is opportunity to network with peers with different backgrounds as well
as professional and potential future employees or colleagues and obtain new knowledge.
Most of the alternative approaches available in the market narrow the target group to
participants with similar backgrounds either academic or interest, missing out on
opportunity for participants to learn while being out of their usual habitat. This is bad for
learning.

FED cultivates communication, working in different teams, presentation skills, which are
important to benchmark in FEP. However, based on the findings earlier, the setup of FED
lacks possibility of learning, as most of the focus is put on hard skills that are easy to
forget and might or might not be used in the future leading to no real change in the long
perspective. That is due to lack of insights into knowledge transformation in FED.
As research shows learning takes long time, what challenges the age group of FED, where
the talent pool is aged between 20-35. It was in our research argued that the program
would be more beneficial for the age group of high school, where the participants will be
challenged, yet supported in such a way that it can be set as a foundation to their future
career.
Another weakness identified is lack of purpose of the outcome of the program, which is
created by misleading marketing. FED stated to provide the complete startup kit, while
many skills taught are not relevant or don´t create an influence in the participants career
as future entrepreneur. FEP is therefore adjusted to provide intra and entrepreneurial
skill set as also target group is in the age of forming their future.

DANISH TRADITION FOR
TEACHING
We should start by stating, from Niels Buur Hansen: “In the Danish school’s perception,
teaching and learning is not the same. They are complimentary to each other. They
cannot replace each other. It is therefore not correct to claim that we can go from
teaching to learning.”
As most people have probably noticed, it has become modern during the last few decades
to talk about learning instead of teaching. For many years, this perception mindset has
been launched through Howard Gardner’s theory of the many intelligences.
Gardner’s theories have been popular since the early 90’s. Gardner’s theory looks at the
students’ potentials and not on their shortcomings. The theory focuses on the student’s
many possibilities (intelligence) and is therefore a suitable tool for meeting the primary
school’s requirements for differentiated teaching. IE: Teaching fit to the level of each
individual in the classroom. In some respects, but far from all, Gardner’s theory fits
nicely with Danish school tradition.
The problem is, however, that the slogan of “going from teaching to learning” often
reveals that in this change of name we can forget another very distinguished Danish
tradition, namely that the teacher must be able to relate both to his educational methods
and to the purpose of using these methods in his education initiatives.
Knowledge of these circumstances can help the teacher in how to do his teaching. The
concept of learning, says nothing about where, as a teacher, you want to go with your
teaching (the teaching and why). The concept of learning and teaching therefore, In
Danish perspective, complement each other but cannot replace each other. This
reasoning and the separation of learning and teaching is built into FEP workshops. For
the FEP participant this is felt by clear direction combined with correct level of
encouragement vs. push.

WHAT DO EXPERTS CONSIDER
GOOD LEARNING?
As pr. definition, learning is the acquisition of knowledge or skills through study,
experience, or being taught. Knud Illeris explains that all learning contains two very
different processes, both of which must be active before the individual can learn
anything: interaction and acquisition.
In his book “How we learn” (2007), Illeris presents five types of learning: Learning 0 is
mechanical learning, where the impulse is accepted without any correction. Through the
evolvement of the stages it converts into opposite: Learning IV, which is an imagined
future form of learning through senses. Illeris highlights that broad understanding of
content is important, not just as knowledge and skills but also as, for example,
understanding, meaning, overview, cultural and societal orientation, and self-awareness.
Learner’s motivation, emotions and volition are of key importance for learning and those
can be potentially activated in learning III, which presents an approach where corrective
change can be made in the system of sets of alternatives, yet still the key learnings can
yet be mainly experienced only in Learning IV.
This has an important role supporting Illeris Learning dimensions model, where the
author explains that good learning consists of three cornerstones. Known as “The Illeris
Triangle”: content, incentive and interaction, which are not common to be equally
activated in the conventional learning. Traditional teaching methods put emphasis on
content, while incentive and interaction should play as important role. Illeris along with
other scholars introduces the view that “from experience you should learn” which is also
a Danish folk expression supporting Danish tradition for interactive learning in the
classrooms.
Continuous authors support Illeris view on what is considered good learning and provide
findings on the different aspects on importance of active learning. To mention few, D. F
van Eynde & R. W Spencer, researched the increased impact on the memory though
learning by doing methods, while J. Hackathorn and others concluded study that active
learning methods are closely linked to higher performance of the participants.

"Knud Illeris explains that all learning contains two very
different processes, both of which must be active before
the individual can learn anything: interaction and
acquisition."

WHEN DOES LEARNING HAPPEN
OKolb’s Learning Cycle is a well-known theory which supports the authors above by
arguing that the highest impact to learning is created from the experience. According to
Kolb (1984), the process of learning follows a pattern or cycle consisting of four stages,
which involve hands on experience, reflections, conceptualizing and planning evolving
into a new learning cycle. (Figure 1). Meltzoff has done multiple studies on highlighting
the role of critical thinking in the learning process. “Critical thinking is an intellectual
disciplined that requires processing of actively and skillfully conceptualizing, applying,
analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating gathered from, or generated by, observation,
experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication serves as a guide to belief and
action” (Scriven, 1996 ). This explains the importance of Kolb´s four stages as reflection
plays an important role in learning process, but is not efficiently possible without
observations and actions.

FIGURE 1 KOLB’S CYCLE

Additionally, L-D. Hammond, K. Austin, S. Orcutt, and J. Rosso in their research explain a
view that both thoughts and emotions shape the learning process. Metacognitive skills being able to think about and monitor one’s own thinking - enable learners to manage
their learning process, to learn difficult new concepts, and to problem-solve effectively.
Emotions also play a role; students who are fearful, anxious, depressed, or distracted
cannot focus to process information. Positive emotions – feelings of confidence and
willingness to exert effort - help students to think, perform a learning task, and process
new knowledge. Emotional intelligence - the ability to recognize and manage one’s
emotions, to solve conflicts, to motivate oneself, and to persevere in the face of
difficulty - can also be taught and play irreplaceable role in the learning process.
McGregor’s Theory X and Theory Y explains how important role the communication from
the information giver sheds on triggering the right starting point for knowledge as well
as attitude, direction, responsibility, motivation and creativity are directly linked for
interest in involvement and growth.

SOFT SKILLS VS HARD SKILLS
In the conventional learning practices, the main emphasis is put on hard skills, while, as
research shows, soft skills play as, or if not more important role in learning. (Hes, 2007).
Both hard skills and soft skills are crucial for personal development, but for different
reasons. It is also important to understand that soft skills will help to acquire hard skills,
but not the other way around. Soft skills are harder to acquire, very hard to measure, but
they play the strongest role in the learning process. (Schulz, 2008)
Although it is impossible to precisely measure which soft skills are the most important,
there are continuous researches studying what soft skills employers seek in their
employees. Several studies have been conducted to provide credence for the importance
of interpersonal skills needed in business and industry. It is discussed that feedback from
business and industry continues to suggest dissatisfaction with the lack of academic
preparedness by some recent graduates and/or employees, that evolved from lack of
active learning. (Nealy, 2005)

FIGURE 2 : GMAC (2014) CORPORATE RECRUITERS SURVEY

"….dissatisfaction with the lack of
academic preparedness by some
recent graduates and/or employees,
that evolved from lack of active
learning."

Corporate recruitment survey presents the skills companies demand in new graduate
business school hires and it explains that different ankles of communication, teamwork
and leadership plays the highest role. Whetten and Cameron (1980), for example,
conducted the study of 420 practicing mangers who were selected as being highly
effective by their peers and superiors in a variety of public and private organizations
finding that the most important skills fall under the same category of soft skills in
communication and leadership.
While traditional learning at to some extent includes some of the skills outlined, like
presentation skills and written communication, most of the abilities required from
graduates are little or not identified through the education.

TREND OF ”MASTER APPRENTICE”
IN TEACHING AND KNOWLEDGE
TRANSFER
As argued, student’s motivation, critical thinking, emotional intelligence play an
important role in the learning process, however it is also brought to the attention how
teaching/mentoring methods affect learning and willingness to learn. Based on T.
Maynard and J. Furlong (1993), there are three defined models of mentoring:
competency, apprenticeship and reflective model.
It has become more common in the past decade, to set the focus on horizontal methods
of mentoring as this view encourages practical involvement of both parties. I.W. Calwert
(2014) has performed study on one-to-one Master-Apprentice relationship. The main
findings explain that desire to teach is just as important as desire to learn. Human
behavior and attitude is underrated in the learning process and to provide efficient
information exchange also teacher must show desire. He explains that failure is the key
element for apprenticeship learning, which means that the student MUST FAIL, however
without feeling humiliated and discouraged. Another important point Calwert introduces
is that master´s openness to his or her own mistakes encourages learning. This plays an
important role to selection of the teachers/role models, where on the top of skills and
track record, the teacher must possess approachability
This is the reason why, as we explained earlier, it cannot be advised to invite “impressive
speakers” and “gold medal winners” into the teaching context the way it is often done.
We refer to the section of problem identification for further info on this.
This is also highly linked to understanding that students need to learn to act (and react)
in different ways to “learn how to learn”. Habitus is unconscious learning and that is why
human-human interaction through experiences creates lasting effect on learning.
Teachers role in this is crucial, being able to not only teach the knowledge, but mainly
help the students “become themselves”. (Højlt, Hermansen, 2006).
As P. Jarvis also explains in his interview on “Adult learning as a lifelong concern”, in the
learning setup individuals shouldn´t be too bound to set rules, but follow the thoughts
and feeling, which will contribute to a lot more innovation in the thinking process.
Generally, this also explains why different types of E-leaning and low cost remote IT
based teaching, as provided by universities and others have little relevance for efficient
learning.

WORKSHOPS AS A LEARNING
INSTRUMENT
Soft skills training provides benefit for Empowerment, mastery & purpose, ability to
communicate effectively with co-workers, employers, clients and customers, friends and
family members etc. Soft s kills training also helps in relationship building and
improvement of time management, organizational skills. Soft skills develop the
leadership skills to improve teamwork, creativity, efficiency & productivity. Soft skills
training increases the ability to handle stress. It follows intuitively that learning and
training of soft skills in a learning by doing environment with likeminded and equally
challenged persons is the optimal condition for growing these. Hence workshops are a
key method.

THE WORKSHOP METHOD
The structure of FEP’s Workshop is built by initially providing a frame of reference. So
that participants can understand each other as well as the teacher. The reference frame
also enables a beneficial impact on reflections.

ROLE MODEL TEACHING
In many scenarios of rational western thinking, we search for the best man to do the job.
Meaning he/she with the best proven track record in the field. In teaching this can be
dangerous because just like we know that the good sales rep can become a disastrous
sales manager, the same can happen in selecting teachers.
There is no guarantee that the best carpenter can make others a carpenter better than
the average carpenter can. This can be understood by the principles of teaching
elaborated above. Hence it is better to assess teaching capabilities than focusing only on
track record, experience and similar characteristics.
On the other hand, if the only basis for transfer of knowledge lies in the ability teach,
the learner will often lack trust in the teacher. Because from ancient times it was always
acceptable to ask the direct superior for advice, bosses were expected to not ask anyone
to do a job, they could not do themselves. This, perhaps is not 100% rational, instinct
makes it important to use role models with a certain level of skills for the workshops.
Good intentions can’t fly airplanes

"It follows intuitively that learning and training of soft skills
in a learning by doing environment with likeminded and
equally challenged persons is the optimal condition for
growing these. Hence workshops are a key method."

ADDITIONAL ADVICE FOR THE
TEACHING
THE LEARNING TRIANGLE CLARIFIED
Knud Illeris Three Dimensions of Learning model explained above that learning happens
through multiple dimensions. Learning must have a synergy between internal acquisition
process (content + incentive) and external interaction process, which happens between
individual and the environment. Each of the dimensions ankle has an important role in
the learning process Content is what is commonly understood as “knowledge”. It is also
section that is related to learner’s abilities and understanding evolving into skills and
understanding.
For internal learning acquisition process this dimension must align with the Incentive
dimension, which is learner’s motivation, emotion and volition. There are different angles
of incentive dimension as motivation of a learner arises from different reasons.
Activating relevant incentives are crucial for long time learning.
Interaction dimension is about communication and cooperation, which are important
elements of learner’s exchange and relation to the environment. Therefore, FEP
workshop and FEP teachers and mentors focus on approachability to at very high extent.

THE DANGER OF EDUTAINMENT
Entertainment values have come to dominate many aspects of life, but another trend has
been playing out, too. Some label it “the academization of leisure”. This trend can be
found in the live-streaming TED Talks lectures, vacations with learning included,
podcasts, brain-training games etc. Examples of so called edutainment are numerous. As
the word suggests,
edutainment combines aspects of education and entertainment into products and
experiences that seek to improve learning by making it not just painless but also
pleasurable.
Neil Postman, a New York University professor and media theorist, criticized
Edutainment in his 1985 book, “Amusing Ourselves to Death.” In it, he argued that
culture’s primary mode of discourse was shifting from print to TV, and that as a result,
“politics, religion, news, athletics, education and commerce” had all been “transformed
into congenial adjuncts of show business.”
Risk is that if demand is for all learning to be “fun” and always close to pleasurable, there
is a risk that the number of high performers will drop. It is easy to understand that a
boxer entering the ring must have performed many hours of exhausting hours at the gym
up to the fight. No one will dispute that only in the territory of exhaustion and with an
amount of stamina can growth happen in sports. This is also applicable for learning. It is
not a goal to make all learning as tough as possible. However, the teacher must endure
some complaints about fatigue etc. during learning, where it is important to remind the
learned about, rewards, goals and other motives for learning.

"Risk is that if demand is for all learning to be “fun” and
always close to pleasurable, there is a risk that the number
of high performers will drop."

POWER AND AUTHORITY
CHALLENGE
Danish learning expert Hemmingsen argues that there is a built-in problem with learning.
The learner is, since there is a possibility in the relation for improving skills of the
learner, inferior to the teacher when it comes to knowledge. If this was not the case, the
chosen teacher would not have enough value.
It is very important this asymmetry is handled carefully by both parties. Especially by the
teacher, Hemmingsen says. Often there is a risk that feeling inferior can blur the
willingness to learn. It can even make the learner go to les qualified sources of
knowledge. This is linked to what Illeris mentions as “external interaction process”.
It can also happen, though, that the willingness to give in to the teacher’s advice can be
supported by the perceived strengths of the teacher. Therefore, it is very important that
ethics are involved. Because “strong personality” is not equal to “strong teaching skills”.
It is not even correlated. This is in line with the role model discussion earlier.

THE CONTEXT FOR FUTURE
ENTREPRENEURS
In this section you will find information about the present state of (entrepreneurial)
education and why it matters so much for Poland and other countries to grow these

"….only in the territory of exhaustion and with an amount
of stamina can growth happen in sports. This is also
applicable for learning.."

SOCIETY’S GAINS FROM EDUCATION
In general, there is a lot of research available on how education is the key to growth.
OECD, UNESCO and Global partnership for Education to name a few institutions that has
issued such reports over the years. It can, as an example of the impact be stated that as
many as 420mio. poor people would be lifted out of poverty on a permanent basis, if
provided with a secondary education. It would reduce the number of poor people in the
world with more than half. Each additional year of education increases the GDP of a
country with 0,37% according to GPE’s figures.
Educations impact in gender equality plays a role too. One additional school year can
increase a woman’s earnings by 10-20%.
Soft skills can very well have a reasonable impact on peace and stability. This is a long
shot, but we agree with the professor 30+ times Doctor’s Degree awarded and former
president of India when he talks about righteousness.
Without a doubt these are quite soft dreams. However, it is also an undisputed fact that
human being is brought to life with a great potential to create and to grow. As we have
argued earlier it is for society to find means to stimulate it. If done right, the sky is still
the limit for growth. In Poland a lot has been achieved, but it is also fair to say that there
is a lot more to gain. This will be elaborated below.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN POLAND
Needed skills. Employee and Entrepreneur Perspectives From the section “the biggest
problems in Polish education system” we can clearly see that soft skills become more and
more important. However, education in vocational schools, technical schools, general
education and practical training internship at the employer, are like two different
segments that function separately and insufficiently communicate with each other.
Entrepreneurs and managers were asked in the research done by IBE: “What basic
competences are expected by your organization from candidates/ employees?”. Result of
the research indicates that so-called soft skills play significant role. What counts is the
ability to work in a team, responsibility for given group tasks, independent thinking,
problem solving, creativity in finding solutions, the ability to communicate.
Similar scientific research in Poland also confirms that social and emotional
competences, such as perseverance in achieving goals, self-regulation or interpersonal
skills, are as important in achieving successes in education, professional career and social
life as typical skills cognitive related skills in specific subjects. Moreover, research made
by Boston Consulting Group in collaboration with World`s Economic Forum, Poland
proves that the soft skills are the most important criteria (32% in yellow) taken into
consideration by employers while recruiting graduates. The intellectual and academic
competences, though still perceived as important, are having secondary importance (New
vision of Education, 2015).

"Where there is righteousness in the heart, there is beauty
in the character. When there is beauty in the character,
there is harmony in the home. When there is harmony in
the home, there is order in the nation. When there is order
in the nation, there is peace in the world.."

Also, the same conclusions are drawn from research done by SGH (One of the leading
Polish Universities), American Chamber of Commerce and Ernst & Young. The research
aimed at highlighting ideal candidate should be communicative, open for new knowledge,
flexible, can work in group and adapt to change as well as the ability to come up with
new ideas. The grades officially (but not in practice) play secondary role in the recruiting
process. However, the managers from companies admitted that it is still important as it
shows the involvement and the potential of the given person.

FIGURE 3: SOURCE: BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP IN COLLABORATION WITH
WORLD`S ECONOMIC FORUM, POLAND, NEW VISION OF EDUCATION, 2015

"The gap in the expected competences and
their current level is significant."

The research highlights that the fact that the interpersonal skills are the most wanted by
managers don’t mean that graduates shouldn’t write in their curriculum the name of the
school, the field of studies or work experience. One of the Managing Partners from Ernst
& Young highlights, “when employer has two candidates with similar background and
experience, the candidate with higher soft skills will have higher chances.”
The graph below indicates 10 competences with the highest ranking of importance (in
grey) with the average grade of the level of those competences of the graduates
employed in the companies given by the companies which took part in research (in
yellow). The gap in the expected competences and their current level is significant. The
biggest gaps exist in ability of setting and augmenting priorities (-1,14 pkt), the ability to
organize work and time management (-1,09 pkt) as well as effective communication
(-0,95 pkt).

FIGURE 4: SOURCE: WARSAW SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS,
AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ERNST & YOUNG

The research also took into the consideration the question” What competences and
qualifications are employers missing the most in employed recent graduates?”. The below
graph indicates 10 competences in which there is the biggest gap between importance
for employer and the self-grade of this competence by graduates. We can clearly see that
there is significant gap eg. the ability of setting and argumenting priorities (-1,14 pt,
25%), the ability of organizing work (- 1,09 pt, 25%), understanding own strong and weak
sides. (- 1,03 pt, 25%), effective communication (- 0,95 pt, 20%), the ability to formulate
and solve problem (- 0,84 pkt, 19%), working in group (- 0,81 pt, 18%), involvement (- 0,8
pt, 18%) , ability to manage project (- 0,8 pt, 21%).

FIGURE 5: SOURCE: WARSAW SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS,
AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ERNST & YOUNG

CHALLENGES FOR THE PROCESS
According to this research, it is a fact that soft skills are necessary to be both:
entrepreneur and intrapreneur. However, how will the need of skills look like for
entrepreneurs in ever changing economy and different approach to globalization?

ISOLATION
The recent report released by the European Commission (HARNESSING
GLOBALISATION, May 2017) describes temptations and moves towards isolationism.
Multilateral negotiations with a goal to bring down barriers for trade have largely stalled
in the last decade, leading to that protectionism is making a comeback. Even countries
that have traditionally championed an open global economy are now considering ways to
put a brake on imports, limit immigration and favor domestic production. These
developments have all contributed to the recent marked slowdown in the growth of
global trade.
Poland under its current political party PIS, is also making steps towards isolation as
Financial Times reporter Mateusz Morawiecki in early 2018 arrived in Budapest for his
first bilateral visit since his appointment as Poland’s prime minister. His meeting with his
counterpart Viktor Orban underlined his government’s close links with conservativenationalist allies in Hungary. A combative Mr. Orban predicted 2018 would be a “year of
great battles” against western Europe’s multicultural values. “We don’t want to live in an
empire but rather in an alliance of free nations,” he said, calling the EU’s migration policy
a “spectacular failure” and saying Europe could only be strong by “preserving its
Christian culture”.
As Financial Times report, Poland was once seen as the EU’s most promising pupil in
central and eastern Europe, enjoying transformative economic growth. But the country’s
conservative-nationalist government led by the Law and Justice party has since 2016
unsettled EU allies by reshaping the country’s court system and public service media.
(Financial Times, East v west: Hungary and Poland fight together in EU clash, January
2018).
What implication does this isolation have on entrepreneurs? Trade has already become
more complicated due to isolation and ability to handle diversity will be in demand. Thus,
the soft skills which were emphasized in the research above will play even more
important role.
Only through clever application of soft skills can countries benefit from trade. Basic
economic thinking still holds; If comparative advantages exist between two countries,
trade will be beneficial for the GDP of any country as well as leading to efficient use of
the factor equipment of the country. If this is to work under higher emphasis on national
interests the requirements for cross cultural understanding will increase. For this, soft
skills are crucial.

"…trade will be beneficial for the GDP of any country as
well as leading to efficient use of the factor equipment of
the country. If this is to work under higher emphasis on
national interests the requirements for cross cultural
understanding will increase. For this, soft skills are crucial."

CONCLUSION
Concluding on the advisory part of this report we can summarize, why we find The FEP
workshop a good initiative for closing gaps between the school learning and careers.
We started by presenting a relevant selection of existing challenges for HRM and for
educational initiatives aimed at solving these. Some are on the company side. Others are
on the educators’ side. With this briefing it is possible to understand why a new
approach is beneficial. Not all of the gaps, we address, are new. Hence it is clear the
important knowledge must be missing at relevant places.
We present also the link to the high and stable failure rate of startups. Next, we
elaborated on fundamental as well as more advanced teaching skills and we argue and
discuss, why time is an important factor in growing skills. It is made clear that only
through a joint effort from the involved can we arrive at optimal learning and benefit for
individuals, companies and society.

CLOSING GAPS THROUGH FEP
WORKSHOPS
Status and level of awareness in Poland on the problems was laid out and we
demonstrate how the present form of education as part of the larger socialization
process leads to persistence of the lack of entrepreneurial skills. We explained why the
present developments in patriotism in many countries play a role.

PICTURE FROM THE WORKSHOPS

SThen we explained how we use an existing and popular entrepreneurial activity from
Denmark as an inspiration. We adjusted this starting point due to context and quality
perspectives that differ significantly.
As part of Erasmus+ program, program , KA2 , Exchange of good practices, The Future
entrepreneurs of Poland is a joint venture between My Future and Danish company
Institute for Applied Knowledge, who have years of experience in formal and non-formal
teaching in Copenhagen, Denmark. During four-days workshops within the theme of
“entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship”, FEP provides useful knowledge and interactive
hands-on experience for young people to learn useful skills to kick off future career and
education.

The program includes a case
competition and Grand Finale,
where the winning team get
awarded a price. The price for the
workshops can be adjusted
according to the industry and the
resources. However, it is important
that the perceived value of the
price equals or exceeds the
perceived amount of efforts, which
participants must deliver.
FEP program is tailored for youth in
the age of 16-18yo.
The program has been tailored to
the target group and offers range of
soft skills that have been analyzed
as important for companies and
society in the research. The
duration and timing is convenient
for the target group and the desired
learning outcome. The workshops
include intense 4 days’ work,
initially Thursday, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, where the first two
days are from 17:00-21:00 and the
remaining two are the full days
09:30-17:00. The events locations
are made easy accessible to all the
stakeholders.
The program is free of charge for
the direct target group. The
program includes breakfast and
lunch as well as beverages during
the events. The only expense from
the participants side is to cover the
transportation expenses to the
event. A detailed agenda of the
pilot project can be found in the
appendices.

PICTURE FROM THE WORKSHOPS

PICTURE FROM THE WORKSHOPS

FEP workshops have the possibility of providing the introduction to learning by doing at
a point of the individuals life, where it is realistically possible to grow the skills and
where it is, duration wise, feasible. FEP works with the correct amount of pressure vs.
rewards and stimulates a healthy selection process of talents. It is placed and timed so
that it takes a fair amount of energy to enroll and to participate. This context is optimal
for the soft skills in focus. The satisfaction scores from participants is a good enabler for
penetration of the concept. Despite the awareness that “I like” is not the same as “I
learn”.

"The soft skills that FEP help to apply are “outgoingness”,
“ability to listen and to reflect”, “likability”, “handle of
pressure”, “courage” and “care”

SOFT SKILLS APPLIED
The soft skills that FEP help to apply are “outgoingness”, “ability to listen and to reflect”,
“likability”, “handle of pressure”, “courage” and “care”. As soft skills are hard to define
and to square we believe to impact others. How this works can be studied under the
umbrella of dynamic capabilities. Specifically, “asset mass efficiencies” and “time
decompression diseconomies”. In plain words this means that soft skills help to
efficiently acquire hard skills and that starting point must be earlier than commonly
targeted in the similar initiatives in the market.

ROLE OF VOLUNTEERS AND ROLE
MODELS
As we have explained also, approachability is essential for good learning. FEP works with
a unique combination of experience and young talented mentors and role models. We do
this to arrive at maximum of perceived relevance for the participant. By enabling
participants to feel encour aged to talk to a speaker or mentor without being “star
struck”, the young people arrive at much deeper and much more fruitful dialogues and
impact than you can find with conventional “we bring you a world champion to admire”
methods. This puts a high pressure on the role models. We advise you to select only
those, who have the courage that it takes to talk about courage when you are yourself
full of fear. These are few, but the impact is phenomenal.
Fully in line with research on teaching and learning. It can be beneficial for the
attractivity of participants to include fame and celebrity on the marketing material. But
be very aware that it is damaging for the learning of soft skills if not correctly dosed.
Volunteers play a role also for teaching impact. We know from Illeris’ research that not
only do the motivation of the learner play a role. Also, the teacher must demonstrate
eagerness to teach. By removing the financial motivation for contribution, we can select
those with a heart for education more than those with a heart for money. Make sure that
the lesser experienced mentors and teachers get proper instructions. This will reduce the
risk of confusing participants with wobbly answers during task work.

PICTURE FROM THE WORKSHOPS

THE PRACTICAL ELEMENTS OF FEP
Now follows a briefing on the specific benefits of the project management and marketing
support.
My Future together with Institute for Applied Knowledge developed the four days’
workshop in the theme of “Intra and Entrepreneurship” with the focus on soft skills.
The marketing plan, show further below, illustrates the market segments and the
strategies that have been implemented during the pilot project to recruit talents and
involve stakeholders.
FEP workshops are not just any non-formal activity; the unique focus on creating
workshops with a new twist on soft skills gives an advantage over similar offerings by
giving companies and other stakeholders a new way to acquire and provide skills with
approach “learning by doing”.

STAKEHOLDERS BENEFITS
The future workshops are
intended to include
sponsorship packages for
companies and individual
partners. This is the
intended way of making the
FEP initiative sustain after
the EU funding ends. It is
beyond our doubt that the
ROI for society is far bigger
than most other initiatives
around conventional
teaching. It is expected that
increased awareness about
the matter as a result of
FEP will potentially lead to
higher demand of the soft
skills and competences
learned in FEP from the
companies. That will result
into continuous benefits
between the stakeholders.

PICTURES FROM THE WORKSHOPS

LIMITATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS
As with any initiative there will be limitations and constraints. We are fully aware that
four days of workshop doesn’t bring revolutions. Neither for society not for the
individual. We find it very important to distinguish this intellectual output from the usual
false promises of what a seminar or two can do for a company or for a person. Such
offers are already available in the market and we have earlier provided you with
information the 90% of this is inefficient. We commit fully to the research of Jarvis and
others. Lifelong learning is the key.
Hence it is important that anyone entering growing of soft skills for real understand to
long term perspective and can live with the impatience it will nurture. Rome was not
built in one day has probably never been a more relevant bon mot as in this context. FEP
is a good start. Probably among the best of these. No more no less.
Constraints will vary a lot. We like to point to the budgeting process in companies and in
society as one. Moreover, we find it important to have a good enrollment process in
place so that ambitious parents with unambitious children can be handled correctly. For a
FEP workshop to be successful the participant must, from day one, be equally eager to
learn. It is possible to motivate those who are not. But that is out of FEP’s scope.

MARKETING
MARKETING OBJECTIVES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Acquire minimum 3 partnership agreements for FEP workshop.
Acquire minimum 3 agreements with Educational Institutions.
Recruit 30 individuals (16-1o-year-olds) from the region for the FEP workshop.
Bring awareness to all the stakeholder of FEP the workshops
Bridge the relationships between companies and schools

COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
Alongside the implementation of the workshops, the combination of marketing factors
such as: Product, Price, Convenience and Promotion was considered. The following
content presents the elements of the FEP marketing strategy.
What we offer: We offer an educational gap closing solution to companies, schools and
participants. We provide a possible addition to existing offers in the market.
Our value proposition: We provide a new and necessary addition to non-formal
education of growing soft skills for intrapreneurs and entrepreneurs in Poland.

"I hear and I forget.
I see and I remember.
I do and I understand"

OUR USP’S ARE:
Based on better insights in learning than others
Based on proven to work Scandinavian tradition of teaching
1. High degree of learning by doing
2. Role model teaching
Directed towards recognized and researched inefficiencies Not for profit

PROMOTION
Based on the pilot project insights gained the following advertising channels should be
used:
Local newspapers, publishing the press release
Local radios, 10 min interview with the organizers
Relevant online magazines/forums, publishing the press release

PERSONAL SELLING:
Face-to-face meetings in schools and in companies
Participation in business and trade associations: networking with potential participants,
sponsors and others.
Direct marketing campaigns, - visits to schools addressing youth directly.
Newsletter about the programme /hot topics to existing database Social Media:
Instagram, Facebook and Linked-in

MARKETING TOOLS:
Print: Ten different posters with motivational quotes, three types of leaflets with details
about the workshops, recruitments days, dates and duration of the workshops and
logotypes of partners.
Three Newsletters emails sent to the current database of the organization media
advertising: pictures and press releases, radio interviews and local TV reports Subpage at
My Future site created for the workshop Presentation for talents/school Media
sponsorship- newspaper, radio, TV patronage Ambassadors/Friends/Family – the word of
mouth.

PICTURE OF MEETING AT ONE OF THE SCHOOLS

SCOPE
During the pilot project “FEP Spring 2018” the direct marketing played the biggest role.
Considering the fragmented target groups Looking at the evaluation results 63.3% of the
respondents found out about FEP during the presentation of representatives at schools.
65% of the educational institutions agreed to the direct marketing at schools. The
presentation took approximately 20 min including time for Q&A. We obviously cannot
say which tool will work for any context in general. IE: We might have been better at
face to face selling than doing promotion in print and on the web since that worked for
us. We recommend accessing When looking at approaching other stakeholders
networking played the biggest role as 10 out of 13 of involved partners were acquired
via networking circle. The remaining 3 by using phone calls and emails for initial contact.
Another strategy that worked for the Pilot Project is the word of mouth. According to
research the youth at the age of 16-18 years old is highly influenced by parents and
teachers when it comes to education choices. This is far more than common belief. 13.5%
of respondents found out about the program from parents. 13.5% of the participants
learned about the program from teachers.

MARKETING TIMELINE & BUDGET:
The total duration of the marketing campaign was 8 months. Budget for the marketing
strategy has been estimated to the total of approximately Polish Zloty. The budget has
been estimated based on the needs of the marketing strategy in consideration with the
pilot project.

PICTURE OF THE FEP PROGRAM WEBSITE

The below table indicates the estimated marketing expensses only. It does not take into
consideration the expensses connected with running the workshops, post marketing
expensses as well as administration expensses, which depend on the location and the
time of the event.

FIGURE NR 6: MARKETING BUDGET FOR PILOT PROJECT

PROJECT MANAGEMENT &
IMPLEMENTATION
This section covers the plan for the project. The plan is the principal tool for guiding the
development of the FEP program. The 4 days-FEP workshops vision for the future can
only be realized if the plan is cleverly used and, obviously, adopted to context. The
purpose of the section is to provide guidance and plan for workshop development.
Application of the plan requires balancing the organizers aspirations described in the
plan and adapting to conditions that will change over the lifetime of the plan. It is natural
the learning happens for the organizers themselves. Learning by doing as it is argued
earlier.
Setting up and executing a FEP workshop provides ample opportunities for the
organizers to lean. It is linked to the credibility of the workshops value proposition that
those, who initially do not know in depth about closing of gaps in conventional l teaching
are offered an option to acquire knowledge on the matter. Management should carefully
monitor if this learning happens and can take corrective actions if it doesn’t.
Most elements within section contain an implementation plan section. These section
specific implementation plans contain the detailed policies, programs and future studies
that are recommended to carry out the vision and goals of this plan. The purpose of this
overall implementation plan chapter is to provide a collective resource that describes
implementation tools available and a summary of how these tools were used to
implement the plan.
The management plan has two objectives supported by seven management objectives
and a range of actions that aim to achieve the objectives. It provides also the
development of supporting policies and procedures, which enable effective and
consistent development of FEP Workshops. Implementation plan objectives
There are two main goals. To provide a guidance for future FEP Workshop organizers in
order to develop workshops in a consistent way and with quality. To optimize the
resources spent on activities through effective assessment of proposals, decision-making
and management of specific issues.
In the project plan the objectives are:
Objective 1: To improve knowledge and understanding of the gaps between educations
and market needs in the given industry/field.
Objective 2: To create the guidelines for planning. IE: The timeline, resources and
understanding of, and stakeholder participation in, the management of the FEP
workshops
Objective 3: To create guidance for recruitment of talents.
Objective 4: To create the plan for execution of the workshops.
Objective 5: To create the evaluation guidance, which will, determine if the workshops
were successful.
Objective 6: To create guidance on how to evaluate and report on the effectiveness of
the Management Plan through monitoring and review.

Below you find several actions listed under each strategy that set out, how these will be
achieved.
Purpose
The purpose of the FEP Workshop Implementation Plan is to guide priority activities for
the foundation phase (first time developers) of implementation of the Management Plan.
The Implementation Schedule provides a clear linkage between the Management Plan
strategies, outcomes and actions and the on-ground day to day activities.
This Management Plan has been made based on the pilot project “FEP Workshop Spring
2018” which was implemented as a part of Erasmus+ program KA2.

DURATION AND SCOPE
The Management Plan is operational for 6 months. The focus of implementation of the
Management Plan has been divided into three phases:
Phase I: Baseline
Phase II: Implementation I and II
Phase III: Evaluation of the Workshops

ELEMENTS TO IMPLEMENT
The FEP Workshop Implementation Plan considered a range of factors in developing key
activities:
Legislative requirements (such as permits and approvals), The theme of the workshop
(Entrepreneurship in general, Entrepreneurship in a given industry etc.), Existing and
ongoing management actions, Assessment of risks and complexity. Finally, as well
resource allocation such as staff, budget, time.

CONCLUSION
Concluding on this report we can summarize, why we find FEP workshop a good initiative
for closing gaps between the school learning and careers.
We started by presenting a relevant selection of existing challenges for HRM and for
educational initiatives aimed at solving these. Some are on the company side, others are
on the educators’ side. With this briefing it is possible to understand, why a new
approach is beneficial. Not all the gaps, we address, are new. Hence it is clear the
important knowledge must be missing at relevant places.
We present also the link to the high and stable failure rate of startups.
Next, we elaborated on fundamental as well as more advanced teaching skills and we
argue and discuss, why time is an important factor in growing skills. It is made clear that
only through a joint effort from the involved can we arrive at optimal learning and
benefit for individuals, companies and society.

Status and level of awareness in Poland on the problems was laid out and we
demonstrate how the present form of education as part of the larger socialization
process leads to persistence of the lack of entrepreneurial skills. We explained why the
present developments in patriotism in many countries play a role.
Following we explained how we use an existing and popular entrepreneurial activity from
Denmark as an inspiration. We adjusted this starting point due to context and quality
perspectives that differ significantly.
Finally, we presented the FEP workshop contents and how it was built and executed. We
trust you witnessed the strong links between the existing gaps in education as well as
non-optimal management conduct and the good teaching practices we laid out, combined
with the present undersupply of skills demanded by the companies.
We hope that anyone joining us at this important journey will benefit from our
contribution to the elevation of Future Entrepreneurs of Poland.
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APPENDIX 6: WHO WE ARE
My Future
MY Future is a non-profit organization established in 2016, which focuses on helping
young people to make decisions about their future. My Future sees the world with the
view that there are more opportunities for youth than ever before. With tons of
possibilities, At My Future, we want youth to discover and activate their best potential,
expand networks and gain new experiences. My Future offers inspiration to see what
possibilities are waiting for any young person. My Future run events and facilitate
meetings with mentors to inspire and to clarify future choices. More at http://www.myfuture.info
Institute for Applied Knowledge Institute for Applied Knowledge,
IFAK, is a privately-owned provider of business knowledge for companies and
individuals. IFAK crew are teachers, not consultants. IFAK apply knowledge - Hence the
name. IFAK transfers knowledge from proven and valid sources to companies and the
crew there. IFAK can prove that applied knowledge is the only way to stand out in
business and in life. We operate based on research and facts. Not just ideas or
“concepts”. Because the latter is proven, time and time again, to not work. More at
www.ifak.info
Contributors to The FEP Pilot Project Workshop.
Venue: Pod Rozami. https://www.pod-rozami.com.pl/concact
Case Challenge: Decathlon https://www.decathlon.pl/o-nas.html
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